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Abstract

In nickel-based superalloys, temperatures related to the formation or the dis-
solution of the different types of γ’ precipitates are important parameters for
optimizing the mechanical properties of components but also for developing
models which can reproduce the kinetics of their phase transformation. We
showed that the electrical resistivity variations during heat treatment of the
N18 superalloy was sufficient to monitor the kinetics related to secondary and
tertiary γ’ precipitates. In particular, the effects of the heating rate and the
initial microstructure on the dissolution kinetics of the γ’ phase were investi-
gated. Experimental results were also compared to outputs of a precipitation
model developed for the N18 alloy showing that in situ electrical resistivity
measurements can be used for calibration and validation purposes.

Keywords: nickel-based superalloys, microstructure, dissolution/precipitation
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1. Introduction

Powder metallurgy (PM) nickel-based superalloys are widely used in aero-
nautics industries especially for high pressure turbine (HPT) disks and compres-
sors. These parts operate at elevated temperatures in oxidizing and corrosive
environment under high mechanical stresses. This requires materials with high
yield and tensile strength as well as high fatigue and creep resistance. The excel-
lent mechanical properties of Ni based superalloys mainly arise from the harden-
ing of the γ matrix (A1 face centered cubic solid solution) by coherent precipita-
tion of the γ’ phase (L12 ordered cubic structure), but also from the microstruc-
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tural features, which usually consists in several populations of γ’ precipitates,
with different sizes, morphologies, volume fractions and, chemical compositions.
These features were reported to be strongly dependent on the cooling rate and
the aging treatment. Standard solution and aging heat treatments result usually
in a trimodal distribution of γ’ precipitates, commonly named as primary, sec-
ondary and tertiary γ’. Due to chemical and elastic effects, spherical, cubic, oc-
tocubic, or plate-like γ’ precipitates may be stabilized in the microstructure [1].
A considerable amount of researches has been conducted to correlate the effect
of heat treatments and microstructural parameters on fatigue, creep and tensile
properties of superalloys (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). The improvement of
the microstructure control still occupies an important place in the development
of new in Ni-based superalloys with enhanced properties[11, 12, 13].

Understanding the mechanisms governing the dissolution and the precipita-
tion of the γ’ in non equilibrium conditions are key steps to predict microstruc-
tural changes that can occur when superalloys are in service. For this purpose,
kinetics monitoring during different thermal processes is essential.

In many cases, differential thermal analysis (DTA), dilatometry, or electron
microscopy observations after interrupted heat treatments were used to moni-
tor the precipitation/dissolution kinetics of the γ’ phase (e.g. [14, 15, 16]). The
kinetics related to the secondary γ’ precipitates was generally well character-
ized by these techniques as a function of the aging time, and the heating or
the cooling rates [17, 18]. However, a little amount of data was obtained for
the kinetics related to tertiary γ’ precipitates [16, 18]. Post mortem character-
izations are not very relevant because the microstructure cannot freeze during
quenching at room temperature due to the fast kinetics related to these precipi-
tates. Technical restrictions of dilatometry and DTA may also prevent accurate
measurements in this case. Indeed, dilatometry is not very sensitive to transfor-
mations involving small changes in the atomic volume and low volume fraction
variations. In the case of DTA, dissolution and precipitation reactions result in
endothermic and exothermic peaks. However, when slow heating and cooling
rates are used, peak analysis has been reported to be difficult [9, 10].

The monitoring of the kinetics related to phase transformations can be also
realized using electrical resistivity measurements. In titanium alloys, a good
correlation was found between the phase transformation kinetics measured with
high energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction and the one obtained with this tech-
nique [19, 20, 21]. In nickel based superalloys, electrical resistivity measurements
were performed for tracking microstructural changes during thermal exposures.
Authors reported on technical and analysis developments [22, 23, 24, 25], in situ

measurements during heating up to 1250 ◦C [26], isothermal aging [27, 28, 29]
and finally, measurements at room temperature after different aging treatments
involving long-term exposure [30, 31, 32]. In situ measurements were used to
study the evolution kinetics of the γ’ precipitates during aging [27, 28, 29] and
to monitor the evolution of the γ’ phase amount during heating in the CMSX4
and Nimonic 901 superalloys [26]. However, the effects of the heating rate on
the dissolution kinetics of the γ’ phase and on its precipitation during cooling
were not investigated by this technique.
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Figure 1: Typical grain and precipitate microstructures of the studied samples. (a) Electron
back-scattered diffraction image recorded in a SEM, revealing γ grains (random colors). The
average grain size is 40 µm with a distribution ranging from 5 µm to 200 µm. (b) and (d)
Secondary electron micrographs showing the microstructures respectively named M1 and M2
in the text. Secondary γ’ precipitates correspond to the dark gray color and the γ matrix
to the light gray color (see text for detail). (c) micrograph showing intragranular and coarse
secondary γ’ precipitates located at the grain boundaries in microstructure M2.

The objective of the present study is to show the relevance of electrical
resistivity measurements for investigation of dissolution/precipitation kinetics
in nickel-based superalloys. To highlight the sensitivity of electrical resistivity
measurement, the effects of heating rate and initial microstructure on (i) the
dissolution kinetics of the γ’ phase, (ii) the temperature ranges corresponding to
the dissolution or the precipitation of the secondary and tertiary γ’ precipitates
were investigated. For the sake of better understanding, the electrical resistivity
recorded during heat treatment was also compared to the precipitate volume
fraction predicted by a numerical model.

2. Material and methods

Samples were extracted from a HPT disk supplied by Safran Aircraft En-
gines. The nominal chemical composition of the N18 superalloy was (in weight
%) : 16 Co, 11 Cr, 6 Mo, 4 Al, 4 Ti, 0.5 Hf, 0.1 Fe, 0.03 Zr, 0.02 C, 0.2 B, 0.08
O, 0.01 N and balance Ni. Due to a standard sub-solvus heat treatment [33],
the as-received microstructure consisted of primary, secondary and tertiary γ’
precipitates with a total volume fraction close to 55% and a 10 µm average grain
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Figure 2: Histograms showing the γ’ precipitate size distributions (a) in the M1 microstructure
and (b) in the M2 microstructure, obtained from SEM image analysis.

size. To investigate the effect of the precipitate size, two model microstructures
were made with an average grain size of 40 µm (Fig. 1a) and only secondary γ’
precipitates with sizes close to 200 nm or to 2000 nm (Figs. 1b and 1d). The
two microstructures named M1 and M2 thereafter, respectively, were obtained
after a supersolvus solution treatment of the as-received material during 4 h at
1205 ◦C with a 60 ◦C.min−1 heating rate. This temperature was chosen in the
solution window whose limits are given by the γ’ solvus temperature (1194 ◦C)
and the incipient melting temperature (1227 ◦C) of the alloy [34]. For M1, the
solution treatment was ended by air quenching at room temperature and fol-
lowed by an aging treatment of 1 h at 900 ◦C ended by an air quench [7]. For
M2, the cooling rate was 7 ◦C.min−1 between 1205 ◦C and 900 ◦C followed by
air quenching.

After heat treatment of the M1 and M2 samples, the average size of intra-
granular γ’ precipitates and their volume fraction were quantified by the image
analysis from images obtained by the secondary electron mode in a ZEISS DSM
962 scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated at 5 kV. The observed samples
were prepared by mechanical polishing and chemical etching using a Glycere-
gia solution containing in volume, 50% HCl, 33% glycerol and 17% HNO3 [35].
Rietveld refinement using the EMPYREAN X-ray diffractometer (XRD) was
employed to determine the volume fraction of the γ’ phase. The presence of
tertiary γ’ precipitates was verified from STEM HAADF and dark field images
obtained in a ZEISS LIBRA 200 transmission electron microscope (TEM) op-
erated at 200 kV. The preparation of the thin foils consisted of the mechanical
grinding of cylindrical specimen with a diameter of 3 mm down to a thickness
of 200 µm. Then, the thin foils were chemically polished at 20 mA and T =
0 ◦C with a TenuPol-3 double jet electrochemical polisher using an electrolyte
containing in volume, 45% acetic acid, 45% 2-butoxyethanol and 10% perchloric
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Table 1: Parameters used in the PM N18 superalloy precipitation model to account for the
elastic energy caused by the γ’ misfitting spherical precipitates in the framework of homoge-
neous anisotropic elasticity (see Eq. 2). cij are in the unit of GPa.

c11 c12 s1111 s1122 ǫ0
239 150 0.448 0.085 -0.3%

acid.
The microstructural evolution of the M1 and M2 samples was monitored

during a heat treatment cycle using an in-house built dilatometer which is able
to record both the thermal expansion and the electrical resistivity. The tem-
perature of specimen (3 mm × 3 mm × 30 mm bars) was controlled by a lamp
furnace associated with gas cooling and was measured by a spot-welded type S
thermocouple. The thermal path applied to samples was a heating ramp with a
slow (2 ◦C.min−1) or fast (60 ◦C.min−1) rate, followed by an isothermal holding
at 1205 ◦C during 1 h, and finally, a cooling ramp down to room temperature at
240 ◦C.min−1. The thermal expansion was determined by linear variable differ-
ential transformers. The electrical resistivity was determined with the four-point
method where a constant current of 2 A was sent through the sample using two
pure platinum wires. The resulting potential difference was then recorded and
amplified. To minimize oxidation effects, heat treatments were performed un-
der dynamical vacuum and a pressure between 10−4 and 10−5 mbar. After the
electrical resistivity measurements, the microstructures were observed using a
field emission gun FEI Quanta 600 scanning electron microscope operated at 15
kV.

The experimental results were compared to the size and volume fraction
evolutions of the different populations of γ’ precipitates given by the precipita-
tion model developped for the PM N18 superalloy by Milhet-Gayraud [36, 37]
and modified by Boittin [7] and Perrut [38]. This class model implemented in
Z-set software [39], relies on a classical nucleation and Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner
(LSW) coarsening theory. Once the thermal history was provided, the size dis-
tribution of intragranular γ’ precipitates, thus, the mean size of each class and
its volume fraction, were calculated. The grain was assimilated to an infinite
medium where precipitates, considered as spheres, do not interact. Heteroge-
neous nucleation was thus not taken into account. The model was calibrated to
reproduce the precipitation of secondary γ’ phase during cooling stage for vari-
ous temperature intervals and rates. The density of elastic energy ∆gel caused
by the lattice mismatch between the γ matrix and the γ’ precipitates can be
introduced in the equation that describes the free energy variation ∆G caused
by the nucleation of a spherical germ with a radius R:

∆G = −V (∆gV −∆gel) + Sσ (1)
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where ∆gV is the free energy difference between the γ’ and γ bulk phases (per
unit volume), σ the interface energy, V = 4

3
πR3 and S = 4πR2 are the precipi-

tate volume and area of spherical precipitate, respectively. ∆gel was calculated
using the expression reported in Ref. [40]:

∆gel =
3

2
f(1− f)(c11 + 2c12)(1− s1111 − 2s1122) ǫ

2

0
(2)

= f(1− f)∆g̃el (3)

where cij are the components of the elastic stiffness tensor of the inclusions, sijkl
the Eshelby tensor components, ǫ0 the precipitate misfit strain and, f the volume
fraction of precipitates. The anisotropic elastic moduli cij of the γ matrix and
the γ’ precipitates were assumed identical (homogeneous anisotropic elasticity)
and temperature independent. They were calculated using the Eshelby-Kröner
approximation, which provides relationships between the macroscopic effective
elastic constants of the elastically isotropic material and the elastic constants of
the crystallites (see Appendix A). For this purpose, the Young modulus (E =
216 GPa) and the Poisson’s ratio (ν = 0.3) of the N18 superalloy measured at
room temperature were used in the calculations as well as a Zener anisotropy
factor (A = 2.8) corresponding to the elastic anisotropy of the AM1 single
crystal nickel based superalloy [41]. As the resulting values were close to the
elastic moduli of pure nickel, the values of the Eshelby tensor components were
taken from the literature [42]. Finally, the misfit strain ǫ0 = (aγ′ − aγ)/aγ was
determined from the unstrained lattice parameters a of the γ and γ’ phases
reported in Ref. [33]. The parameter values used in Eq. 2 are given in Tab. 1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Initial microstructures

SEM observations showed that M1 microstructure was characterized by pre-
cipitate sizes ranging from 30 nm to 400 nm with an average size of 131(47)
nm (Fig.2a) and a 42(3)% volume fraction (Fig. 1b). The standard deviation
is given in brackets. Due to the octocubic morphology of precipitates in M2,
the determination of an accurate size by automatic image analysis was not pos-
sible (Fig. 1d). The manual analysis of about 100 precipitates led to sizes in
the 900-2100 nm range (Fig. 2b) with a 37(5)% volume fraction. For both
microstructures, coarse secondary γ’ precipitates were also observed by SEM at
the grain boundaries (Fig. 1c). The volume fraction of the γ’ phase determined
from XRD measurements for M1 and M2 was found to be 43% and 44% re-
spectively, in good agreement with the values obtained from image analysis. In
agreement with the work of Boittin [7], no tertiary γ’ precipitates were observed
at the SEM scale after heat treatment.

TEM observations were also carried out in samples with M1 or M2 mi-
crostructures. As shown in STEM HAADF micrographs (Fig. 3), some γ’ pre-
cipitates with sizes of few tens of nanometers (< 60 nm) were clearly observed
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in different locations in M1, whereas almost no precipitates were visible between
the secondary γ’ precipitates in M2. Dislocation lines around the octocubic pre-
cipitates were clearly observed in the bright field images of M2 (Fig. 3(e)-(f)). In
contrast to M1, the presence of these dislocations in M2 is commonly associated
with an incoherent interface between γ’ precipitates and γ matrix due to their
larger size.

3.2. Effect of the heating rate

The evolution of the electrical resistivity (normed by electrical resistiv-
ity at room temperature) during heat treatment for the two heating rates of
2 ◦C.min−1 and 60 ◦C.min−1 from microstructure M2 is shown in Fig. 4. For
the sake of clarity, the heating, the holding and the cooling stages are shown
separately. The general behavior of the electrical resistivity was similar for
the two rates: during the heating stage, an increase of the electrical resistiv-
ity was observed up to about T = 900 ◦C, and then, a decrease up to T =
1205◦C corresponding to the dissolution of the intragranular secondary γ’ pre-
cipitates (Fig. 4a). The holding stage was nearly a plateau and the complete
dissolution of the γ’ phase was assumed to be reached after about 20 min or 40
min depending of the applied heating rate (Fig. 4b). Finally, during the cooling
stage, the first increase of the resistivity starting close to T = 1155 ◦C was re-
lated to the precipitation of secondary γ’ precipitates. The second increase close
to 660 ◦C was related to the precipitation of tertiary γ’ precipitates (Fig. 4c).
After heat treatment, the two microstructures were characterized by SEM and
both featured secondary and tertiary γ’ precipitates with sizes in the 100-400
nm range and lower than 50 nm, respectively (Fig. 5). The volume fraction of
the γ’ phase was 38% on both cases. Due to a faster cooling rate (240 ◦C.min−1)
in comparison with the one used to make M2 (7 ◦C.min−1), the amount of coarse
γ’ precipitates located at the grain boundaries was significantly lower (Fig. 1c
and Fig. 5a).

Since no tertiary γ’ precipitates were observed by SEM and TEM, the fact
that change in slope occurred during the heating stage close to 650 ◦C (Fig. 4a)
tends to show that a phenomenon correlated to the morphology of the secondary
γ’ precipitates or to the precipitation of tertiary γ’ precipitates happened. This
point is discussed in the next section. The slope variations that occurred at the
end of the heating stage for the slow heating rate (T > 1100 ◦C) and during the
holding stage (t > 5 min) for the fast heating rate (Fig. 4b) were attributed
to the dissolution of the coarse γ’ precipitates. The double slope variation was
probably caused by the combined effects of the dissolution of the γ’ phase and
the unpinning of the grain boundaries on the electrons motion.

Electrical resistivity measurements reported in Figs. 4a and 4b obviously
show that increasing the heating rate from 2 ◦C.min−1 to 60 ◦C.min−1 has a
significant effect on the γ’ phase dissolution kinetics. The onset temperature
of dissolution was indeed shifted by 100 ◦C for the secondary γ’ precipitates
and the dissolution of the coarse γ’ precipitates located at the grain boundaries
mostly happened during heating for the slowest heating rate and during the
holding stage for the fastest one. As a consequence, the complete dissolution
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of the γ’ phase was reached after about 20 min at T = 1205 ◦C for the former
case and after about 40 min for the latter.

The dilatational response was much less sensitive to the dissolution or the
precipitation kinetics of the γ’ phase than the electrical one. As illustrated
in Fig. 6, during the heating stage, only the dissolution of the secondary γ’
precipitates modified continuously the coefficient of thermal expansion. The
phenomena related to the electrical response variations observed close to T =
600 ◦C and the dissolution of the coarse γ’ precipitates close to T = 1150 ◦C
did not caused a measurable change of thermal expansion coefficient. This was
probably due to the small amount of γ’ phase involved and to the too small
atomic volume variation. The complete or partial character of the dissolution
phenomena depending on the heating rate was visible in dilatometry. During
the cooling stage, our results were comparable to those already reported by
Gayraud et al. [36], who monitored the precipitation kinetics by dilatometry.
The precipitation of the secondary γ’ phase was clearly identified. However, the
dimensional variations were not enough to obtain helpful data related to the
tertiary γ’ precipitates.

3.3. Effect of the precipitate size

The effect of the γ’ precipitate size on the dissolution kinetics during heat
treatment was investigated for a heating rate of 60 ◦C.min−1. The electrical
resistivity related to M1 and M2 microstructures are both represented in Fig. 7
for the heating and isothermal holding stages only. The dissolution of sec-
ondary γ’ precipitates with an average size of 200 nm (M1) began 30 ◦C after
the one related to 2000 nm (M2) but with a faster kinetics. This last point
can be explained if we consider that, for a given volume fraction of precipitates,
a microstructure with small precipitates has more γ-γ’ interfaces to promote
the diffusion of chemical species than a microstructure with larger precipitates.
In contrast, the fact that the onset dissolution temperature was lower for the
microstructure with the largest precipitates could not be explained with con-
fidence without further investigations. Diffusion pipelines related to interface
dislocations likely contribute to accelerate the dissolution kinetics of the γ’ pre-
cipitates [43, 44]. The time required to remove the coarse γ’ precipitates pinned
at the grain boundaries was similar for the two microstructures (about 40 min)
even if the dissolution started during the heating stage for the M1 microstruc-
ture and during the isothermal holding for the M2 microstructure (Fig. 6b).
Finally, the double slope change observed at T = 620 ◦C and T = 710 ◦C for250

M2 was almost absent for M1.
The origin of these slope variations of the electrical resistivity was difficult to

explain. In the case of M1 microstructure, the slope could have been modified
by the dissolution of fine tertiary precipitates observed in TEM (Figs. 3a,b) if
they were considered as stable. However, samples with M1 microstructure were
subjected to an aging treatment of 1 hour at 900 ◦C to remove tertiary precipi-
tates. This means that the small precipitates observed in TEM originated from
partial dissolution. Then the growth of tertiary precipitates and their stabil-
ity occured at a temperature lower than T = 900◦C during the heating stage.
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In M2, since no tertiary γ’ precipitates were observed in SEM and TEM im-
ages (Figs. 3b,c), the double slope variation of the electrical resistivity may be
caused by a change in the precipitate shape. A similar double variation was also
observed in a sample with an average grain size of 62 µm and an average γ’ pre-
cipitate size of 2000 nm (not shown) indicating that this phenomenon was more
related to the intragranular microstructure than to the grain microstructure. It
may be also assume that the dislocations observed around the γ’ precipitates
(Fig. 3f) started to move at a temperature close to T = 600 ◦C. The release
of residual stresses accumulated during air quenching of the samples could also
contribute in the change in slope of the electrical resistivity. Finally, precipita-
tion and dissolution of tertiary precipitates during the heating stage may also
be an explanation for the slope variations observed close to T = 600 ◦C. This
relies on the fact that M1 and M2 microstructures are expected far from ther-
modynamic equilibrium due to the fast cooling rates (air quenching). Although
the γ’ solvus temperatures and the initial microstructures were different, our
results obtained for the heating rate of 60 ◦C.min−1 can be compared to the
dissolution kinetics monitored by Masoumi et al. [16] using the DTA technique
in the AD730 superalloy (TN18

sol. = 1195 ◦C, TAD730

sol. = 1100 ◦C). The initial
microstructure analyzed by the authors consisted of 26% of 30 nm sized sec-
ondary γ’, 3% of 8 nm tertiary γ’, 8% of 1.4 µm primary γ’ precipitates and few
amount of MC carbides. When heating at a quite similar rate (65 ◦C.min−1),
temperatures close to T = 615 ◦C and T = 800 ◦C were associated with the dis-
solution of the tertiary and secondary γ’ precipitates respectively. This shows
that the variations observed in resistivity measurements close to T = 600 ◦C
are potentially compatible with an evolution related to tertiary γ’ precipitates.

3.4. Kinetics reproduced by the precipitation model

Table 2: Comparison between the average sizes and the volume fractions of the γ’ precipitates
obtained by SEM and XRD characterizations and the precipitation model for M1 and M2
microstructures (∆g̃el=0 and ∆g̃el= 37 J.mol−1).

secondary γ’ tertiary γ’
diameter fraction diameter fraction

M1
SEM/XRD 131 nm 43% 0 0%
∆g̃el = 0 200 nm 49% 0 nm 0%
∆g̃el = 37 142 nm 49% 0 nm 0%

M2
SEM/XRD 900-2100 nm 37% 0 nm 0 %
∆g̃el = 0 1129 nm 46% 122 nm 2%
∆g̃el = 37 791 nm 47% 52 nm 1%

To study the dissolution kinetics, the solution and the aging heat treatments
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carried out to generate M1 and M2 were first reproduced in the model. A good
agreement was obtained for M1 where the average diameters and the volume
fractions of the γ’ precipitates were close to SEM and XRD measurements (Ta-
ble 2). The elastic energy term ∆gel in Eq. 2 reduced the difference between the
measured and the calculated precipitate sizes to 7%. For M2, only the diameter
of secondary γ’ precipitates was close to the observations when the elastic en-
ergy was neglected. The model with and without elastic effects overestimated
their volume fraction by 30%. Even if the diameter of secondary γ’ precipitates
was smaller than in the observations, the best agreement was obtained when
elasticity was taken into account. The tertiary precipitates predicted by the
model were not present in SEM (Fig. 1) and in TEM (Fig. 3) observations. The
discrepancies between the calculations and the measurements mainly arise from
the facts that (i) the model neglects the effects of the precipitate morphology
and of the incoherent character of interfaces which are important effects when
slow cooling rates or large size precipitates are involved; (ii) when the model was
developed, only qualitative data about the kinetics of tertiary precipitates were
available; (iii) the model was not designed to accurately reproduce the kinetics
of microstructures with micrometer size precipitates but rather microstructures
with nanometer size precipitates which result in better mechanical properties of
superalloys used in HPT disks and compressors.

The precipitation model was fitted by Boittin et al. [45] to reproduce the
volume fraction and the size of secondary γ’ precipitates as well as the pres-
ence of tertiary γ’ precipitates following different quenching and aging treat-
ments. Good agreements between experimental and calculated quantities were
obtained for the M1 and M2 microstructures investigated in this work. Elastic
effects described by Eq. 2 were not considered. Thanks to the electrical resis-
tivity measurements, the capability of the model to reproduce the precipitation
kinetics during a cooling ramp at 240 ◦C.min−1 from 1205 ◦C was addressed in
this work. Although the undercooling for the nucleation of secondary γ’ precip-
itates was overestimated of 21 ◦C in the modeling, the behavior of the electrical
resistivity and the calculated γ’ volume fraction were similar down to the end
of precipitation of secondary precipitates close to 850 ◦C (Fig. 8). The model
also correctly predicted the precipitation of tertiary precipitates but with unre-
liable temperature intervals and precipitate diameters (with and without elastic
effects).

The dissolution kinetics of secondary precipitates monitored by electrical re-
sistivity during a heating rate at 60 ◦C.min−1 for M1 microstructure was com-
pared to their calculated volume fraction. The onset temperature of dissolution
was underestimated to about 100 ◦C in the modeling (Fig. 9). This value was
weakly affected by elastic effects (about 15 ◦C). Precipitation and dissolution
of tertiary γ’ precipitates did not occur in the calculations. The dissolution
kinetics of M2 is represented in figures 10a and 10b for the heating rates of
2 ◦C.min−1 and 60 ◦C.min−1 respectively. Dashed lines correspond to calcula-
tions taking into account the elastic energy term in Eq. 2. For the two rates,
calculations showed an increase of the volume fraction related to tertiary precip-
itates close to 800 ◦C prior to the dissolution close to 900 ◦C (black lines). It is
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noteworthy that the growth followed by a complete dissolution of quaternary γ’
precipitates was predicted, which was emphasized without taking into account
the elastic energy. The onset temperatures for the dissolution of secondary γ’
precipitates were close to 925 ◦C and 910 ◦C for the heating rates of 2 ◦C.min−1

and 60 ◦C.min−1, respectively. This hierarchy would not have been expected if
tertiary precipitates were neglected. The effect of the heating rate was thus less
important than in the measurements where a difference of 100 ◦C was observed.
All together, in the calculations, the total volume fraction of the γ’ phase started
to decrease for the temperatures close to 850 ◦C (850 ◦C) and 975 ◦C (915 ◦C)
for both heating rates, where values in brackets correspond to calculations in-
cluding elasticity. These values were in relatively good agreement with respect
to measurements. This is consistent with the fact that the onset temperature
of dissolution is shifted to the high temperatures as the heating rate increases.
Diffusion times getting more limited with increasing heating rates, higher tem-
peratures are required to activate the diffusion process. The absence of new
dissolution phenomenon for temperatures higher than T = 1000 ◦C (Figs. 10b
and 10c) consolidated the fact that the slope variations observed during the
in situ electrical resistivity measurements were indeed related to heterogeneous
dissolution. Finally, the model also correctly reproduced the partial or complete
dissolution of the γ’ phase during the heating stage as a function of the heating
rate (Fig. 10c).

In brief, the comparison with the in situ electrical resistivity measurements
showed that the precipitation kinetics of secondary precipitates was correctly de-
scribed by the model. The precipitation kinetics related to tertiary precipitates
was not consistent with measurements. In the case of the dissolution kinetics of
secondary γ’ precipitates, the best agreement was obtained for the microstruc-
ture M2 made of large-sized precipitates for a heating rate of 60 ◦C.min−1. Good
results were also obtained for M2 microstructure upon heating at 2 ◦C.min−1.
This was mainly due to the presence of tertiary precipitates which were not
observed in the investigated samples. For M1, the dissolution of secondary pre-
cipitates started at about 100 ◦C before the decrease of the electrical resistivity
when heating at 60 ◦C.min−1. The results of the calculations also suggested that
the precipitation of small precipitates, that where not initially present in the
microstructure, may have occurred during the heating stage. This consolidated
the hypothesis that the slope variations in electrical resistivity observed close
to 600 ◦C were probably due to the precipitation and the dissolution of tertiary
γ’ precipitates during the heating stage.

4. Conclusions

Electrical resistivity variations from model microstructures of the N18 nickel-
based superalloy were sufficient (i) to study in situ the kinetics of dissolution of
the γ’ phase during a heat treatment involving temperatures up to T = 1205 ◦C
and (ii) to highlight heating rates and precipitate size effects. The comparison
with the dimensional behavior recorded simultaneously during the heat treat-
ment clearly showed the advantage of electrical resistivity for tracking phase
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transformation during the heat treatments. Despite the qualitative analysis of
the electrical resistivity measurements due to the complexity of the electronic
transport, a wide number of useful data was obtained concerning heating rate
and precipitate size effects. Experimental results served to address the out-
comes of a semi-analytical precipitation model developed for N18 alloy and to
identify possible improvements especially concerning the nucleation and the dis-
solution of the tertiary γ’ precipitates. The main conclusions of this study can
be summarized as follows:

• During heating stage, the dissolution kinetics of the γ’ phase was con-
trolled by the solute diffusion. The onset temperature of dissolution of
the secondary γ’ precipitates was shifted by 100 ◦C when the heating rate
was multiplied by a factor of 30.

• Measurements with a heating rate of 2 ◦C.min−1 revealed that the dis-
solution related to coarse precipitates (secondary γ’) pinned at the grain
boundaries began 250 ◦C above the one related to intragranular precipi-
tates. For a heating rate of 60 ◦C.min−1, the complete dissolution of the
γ’ phase was obtained after about 45 minutes at T = 1205 ◦C.

• The most probable cause of the electrical resistivity variations observed
close to T = 600 ◦C was the precipitation and dissolution of tertiary pre-
cipitates, which were not initially present in the studied microstructures.
This hypothesis was supported by the precipitation calculations. Never-
theless, dislocation motion, and release of residual stresses accumulated
during the air quenching were not fully excluded in this work.

• During the 240 ◦C.min−1 cooling stage, the electrical resistivity was an
excellent tracer to monitor the precipitation kinetics of secondary and
tertiary phases.

• Even if the volume fractions were not determined experimentally, the com-
parison of the electrical resistivity with the volume fraction evolution cal-
culated with the N18 precipitation model showed a similar behavior. A
relatively good agreement for the precipitation and dissolution tempera-
tures related to the intragranular secondary γ’ precipitates was obtained,
especially in the microstructure with large size precipitates. The discrep-
ancies observed for the tertiary precipitates were reduced in the model by
introducing elastic effects arising from the lattice strain between the γ and
the γ’ phases. This study also highlighted the need to improve the model
calibration both in the precipitation and the dissolution regimes to better
account for kinetics concerns.

Finally, this study outlined the useful contribution of in situ electrical re-
sistance measurements for monitoring the diffusion phenomena involved during
precipation or the dissolution of the different types of γ’ precipitates in nickel
based superalloys. It also showed the need to develop physically justified mod-
els in which electrical transport is included in addition to chemical and elastic
effects for quantitative analysis purposes.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the cubic crystal elastic moduli from the

effective isotropic elastic constants of the related poly-

crystal

The two macroscopic elastic moduli of a perfectly disordered material were
derived by Voigt, Reuss and Kröner from the anisotropic elastic moduli of the
crystallites. Within the Kröner approximation and for cubic crystals with elastic
moduli cij , the Young modulus EK and the Poisson’s ratio νK are given by the
following expressions:

EK =
9KG

3K +G
; νK =

3K − 2G

6K + 2G
(A.1)

where K=(c11+2c12)/3 and G is the solution of the following polynomial equa-
tion:

G3 +
1

8
(9K + 4ν′)G2 −

1

8
(3K + 12ν′)µG−

3

4
Kµν′ = 0 (A.2)

with ν′=(c11 − c12)/2 and µ = c44. The Zener anisotropy factor A of the
crystal being given by 2c44/(c11 − c12)=µ/ν′, the elastic moduli cij can be thus
calculated from the values of EK , νK and A. After simple maths, the elastic
moduli cij of the cubic crystal are given by :

c±
11

=
3K + 4ν′±

3
; c±

12
=

3K − 2ν′±

3
; c±

44
= Aν′± (A.3)

where ν′ is the solution of a second order equation :

ν′± =
−b±

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
with







a = 6(K + 2G)A
b = 4(G− 3KA)G ,
c = (8G+ 9K)G2

(A.4)

, with 2G = EK/(1 + νK) and 3K = EK/(1 − 2νK). For EK = 216 GPa,
νK = 0.3 and A = 2.8, Eq. A.4 yields c11 = 239 GPa, c12 = 150 GPa and
c44 = 124 GPa.
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Figure 3: STEM HAADF images of (a)-(b) M1 and (c)-(d) M2 microstructures. The γ’ phase
correspond to the dark gray and the γ matrix to the light gray. The contrast observed in
secondary γ’ precipitates in (a) and (b) is attributed to thickness variation (rippling) caused
by the electrochemical polishing. (e)-(f) correspond to bright field images of M2 showing
dislocation lines at the interfaces between the γ matrix and the γ’ precipitates.
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Figure 4: Electrical resistivity recorded during heat treatments from M2 initial microstructure
: (a) heating at two rates (2 ◦C.min−1 and 60 ◦C.min−1), (b) isothermal holding of 1 h at
1205 ◦C and (c) cooling stage at a rate of 240 ◦C.min−1. Vertical bars indicate the values
related to changes in curve slope.
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Figure 5: SEM observations of the microstructure obtained at the end of the heat treatment
carried out during electrical resistivity measurements of M2 sample. Dark gray corresponds
to the γ’ phase and light gray to the γ matrix. (a) microstructure close to a grain boundary.
(b) and (c) micrographs showing a bimodal size distribution of the γ’ precipitates embedded
in the γ matrix.
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Figure 6: Dimensional behavior recorded the during a heating stage of 2 ◦C.min−1 for the
M2 microstructure. The inset corresponds to the first derivative in units of 10−4 as a function
of the temperature. Red lines are guidelines.

Figure 7: Electrical resistivity recorded in samples with M1 and M2 microstructures during
(a) a heating stage with a rate of 60 ◦C.min−1 and (b) an isothermal holding stage at 1205 ◦C.
Vertical bars indicate the values related to specific locations commented in the text.
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Figure 8: Electrical resistivity (black line and left axis) during the cooling stage at
240 ◦C.min−1 from 1205 ◦C and secondary γ’ volume fraction (red line and right axis) calcu-
lated with the N18 precipitation model. Dashed lines refer to calculations with elastic effects
and solid lines to calculations without elastic effects. Numbers indicate the diameter of the
precipitates. Vertical bars indicate the values related to specific locations commented in the
text. The inset correspond to the evolution of the volume fraction of tertiary γ’ precipitates
and the numbers indicate their diameter.
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Figure 9: Electrical resistivity (black line and left axis) of M1 during a heating at 60 ◦C.min−1

and, secondary γ’ precipitates volume fraction (red line and right axis) calculated with the N18
precipitation model. Vertical bars indicate the values related to specific locations commented
in the text.

Figure 10: Electrical resistivity (left axes) of M2 during the heating and the holding stages
of a thermal cycle up to 1205 ◦C and γ’ precipitates volume fractions (right axes) calculated
with the N18 precipitation model. Dashed lines refer to calculations with elastic effects, solid
lines to calculations without elastic effects. Insets in figures (a) and (b) correspond to the
evolution of the volume fraction of tertiary and quaternary γ’ precipitates and the numbers
indicate their diameter. The heating rates are 2 ◦C.min−1 in (a) and 60 ◦C.min−1 in (b).
Vertical bars indicate the values related to specific locations commented in the text.
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